Two former graduate students in Betke’s lab, Chris Kwan (CAS’11, GRS’11) and John Magee (GRS’04,’11), have crafted companion software that piggybacks on Camera Mouse’s underlying technology. While testing Camera Mouse with Hoyt, Magee noticed that Hoyt moved his head more easily in a diagonal motion—something Magee sees in other people with motion impairments—making it difficult for Hoyt to propel the mouse pointer in a straight line. So Magee built an adaptive mouse functions software that would translate Hoyt’s actual movement into his intended movement, sending the mouse pointer straight across the screen and helping Hoyt to more easily hit his target commands.

Magee plans to release the finished product free on CameraMouse.org.

Hoyt has also tested Camera Canvas, software custom-built by Kwan, which received the 2011 Science Day Graduate School of Arts & Sciences Dean’s Award and is already free online. The software allows Camera Mouse users to edit photos and create illustrations, performing tasks that require physically complex mouse moves with traditional software.

Kwan, who began developing the software with classmates Won-Beom Kim (CAS’08) and Igor Fedyuk (CAS’08) and further refined it through the University’s Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program, hopes Camera Canvas will enable people with motor impairments to express their creativity.

Working with cocreator Isaac Paquette (CAS’11), Kwan also developed a tool within Camera Canvas that could have much broader applications. The two developers created a menu whose settings, like button size and screen placement, can be modified based on users’ abilities. Called Menu Controller, it eliminates the need for pull-down menus with small, crowded entries that can be difficult to navigate with Camera Mouse.

Menu Controller “is an important development,” Betke says, “because it can be applied to any commercially available software to convert it into a piece of software that can then be used by people with severe motion disabilities.”

Since 2007, Camera Mouse has been downloaded more than 350,000 times worldwide, from as far away as Greece, South Africa, India, Northern Ireland, Pakistan, Australia, and Malaysia. Magee believes this community will continue to grow as more software is built for use with Camera Mouse. “These projects have the possibility of being used by a small group of people,” he says. “But the change that it can make in their lives, if you do a good job, is huge.”
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Gary Locke Confirmed as Ambassador to China

Former U.S. Secretary of Commerce Gary Locke (LAW’75, Hon.’98) won unanimous Senate confirmation in July as ambassador to China. Locke, whose grandfather came from China, earned an undergraduate degree from Yale before attending BU’s School of Law. He was chosen by President Barack Obama to represent the United States in the Communist nation after Republican Jon Huntsman, who had been ambassador to China since 2009, resigned to run for president in the 2012 election. Locke is a former two-term governor of Washington. He was the first Chinese-American governor in the United States and is the first Chinese-American ambassador to China. ART JAHNKE